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SF5000 Turning & Milling/Grinding Portable Machine 
Solutions for on-site machining 

VED's EUREKA machines of SF serie are serially produced mobile turning/milling/grinding 

machine tools. 

Model EUREKA SF5000 turn-mill-grinding machine has many possible modifications, 

depending on the selected configuration and options. 

The information below refers to the basic configuration of the machine, which may differ 

and be adapted to the requirements of the Customer. 

Mobile machine SF5000 is designed for processing flanges in the range of 1650 - 5150 mm. 

It is precise and powerful orbital machine for on-site applications. Designed and built for 

on-site turning, milling and grinding of large flanges in shipyards, wind- and hydroelectric 

power plants etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The basic kit includes: 

✓ remote control, 

✓ ID mount base, 

✓ hydraulic drives, 

✓ hydraulic station. 

Optional equipment may be: 

✓ external mount, 

✓ CNC system, ✓servo or pneumatic feed motors, 

✓ drilling module, ✓grinding module, 

✓ other options and modifications by the request of the Customer. 
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Main Technical Parameters*: 

Min. / Max facing diameter 1650 mm 5150 mm 

Min. / Max clamping diameter 2000 mm 4700 mm 

Min. / Max rotation RPM 0 25 

Flatness Tolerance 0.5mm/5m 0.02” 

Rotational Drive - hydraulic 12 kW 18,77 Hp 

Milling spindle - hydraulic 10 kW 10,72 Hp 

Rapid feed rate 10 m/min 32,8 Ft/min 

Spindle RPM (hydraulic) Min: 20 Max: 2000 

 

Weights and Dimensions 

Machine weight 4400 kg 9700 lbs 

Machine dimensions Ø5350x1150 mm Ø210x 45” 

Hydraulic Power Supply & Motion Control Cabinet 

weight 
550 kg 1212 lbs 

Hydraulic Power Supply & Motion Control Cabinet 

dimensions 
1200x800x1400 mm 47x31x55 in 

   

Shipping dimensions 20' container 20' container 

 

Power 

Europe 380 Volt, 3 phase, 50-60 Hz 

USA 480/400 Volt, 3 phase, 50-60 Hz 

* the information refers to the basic configuration of the machine, which may differ and be adapted 

to the requirements of the Customer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The machine is supplied complete with toolkit, CE certificate, Packing List, Manual, 20' shipping container. 
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